Development and evaluation of NRMIS (Nursing Resources Management Information System) for managing healthcare resources.
Efficient resource management should consider the improvement of internal factors first as the unique task of medical institutions that can perform the medical services for efficient hospital management under the optimum management condition. This study aims to suggest the efficient model for nurse resource management that can estimate optimum nurse resources according to the nursing intensity of the hospitalized patients. The study was performed with four steps including collection and analysis of requirements, system design, system realization, and evaluation, which took 2 years and 10 months. The measurement tool used in the step of system evaluation was a modified version of Questionnaire for User Interaction Satisfaction (QUIS) 5.0. The system was implemented using Oracle database with Power Builder by Sybase. NRS, PCS, and ONMES were realized with developed NRMIS, and the survey was conducted on the usefulness as the system evaluation. The system evaluation results of User Interaction Satisfaction, means scores of ONMES, PCS, and NRS were 7.15 ± 0.52, 6.21 ± 1.11, and 6.03 ± 1.14 out of 9 points, respectively. Demonstrating the positive change in the subjective usefulness of the respondents after using the system compared to the period before using the system (F= 16.551, p= 0.000). It was confirmed that this system contributed to an enhancement of the working process speed, efficiency, and accuracy by simplifying the works which were the purposes of the nursing information system, which changes dynamically, to support decision making on the management of effective and flexible nurse resources.